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Current progress in positive and negative ion modes of a laser ionization 

mass spectrometer equipped with CosmOrbitrap development - applicability 

to in situ analysis of ocean worlds 

Cherville B., Thirkell L., Gaubicher B., Colin F., Briois C. 

Abstract 

Since the beginning of the space era, mass spectrometry is a reliable technique for in situ 

characterisation of ions and molecules detected in various planetary environments. It has been 

crucial for the analysis of compounds found in ocean worlds vicinity, such as Enceladus’ plumes. The 

study of the chemical complexity of the environments of the ocean worlds would benefit from the 

design of a new generation of instruments to allow an exhaustive characterization of them. Among 

the many objectives of space missions is the search for potential chemical biosignatures on ocean 

worlds. The precise and unequivocal identification of these biosignatures would be done by mass 

spectrometers able to perform analyses with a high mass resolving power and high mass accuracy. 

Efforts are on-going to develop for future space explorations High Resolution Mass Spectrometer 

instruments (Arevalo et al., 2020) with a space qualified version of the Orbitrap mass analyser, the 

CosmOrbitrap.  Coupled with a commercial laser ionisation source, it has demonstrated promising 

performances in positive ion mode in terms of mass resolution, mass accuracy and isotopic ratio 

measurements. This work focuses on the performance achievements with the negative ion mode 

recently implemented. A study has been performed with a ruggedized spaceflight CosmOrbitrap 

mass analyser at technical readiness level of 5 at the dual ion polarity to determine the efficiency of 

the instrument to detect and identify organic molecules of prebiotic interest when embedded in 

magnesium and sodium salts matrix. These results illustrate the potential of the CosmOrbitrap mass 

analyser for future in situ analysis of ocean worlds as Europa and Enceladus. 
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• Introduction 

The exploration of the Solar System by robotic spacecraft has revealed the presence of numerous 

ocean worlds notably that are under the surface ice crust of many moons and dwarf planets (e.g. 

Hussmann et al., 2006; Khurana et al., 1998; Nimmo et al., 2016; Waite Jr et al., 2009). These 

subsurface oceans provide local conditions suitable for the sustenance of Life as we know it, and 

that may be close to the conditions of appearance of Life on the early Earth (Camprubí et al., 2019; 

Johnson and Wing, 2020). To this end, they are among the potentially habitable worlds, which makes 

them prime targets for astrobiological missions (Hand et al., 2020). In the forthcoming years, both 

ESA and NASA agencies will launch mission that will explore Europa, a confirmed ocean world with a 

100 km thick global liquid ocean at the interface between a surface ice layer and a silicate mantle 

(Kivelson et al., 2000; Pappalardo et al., 1999). JUICE (Jupiter Icy Moons Explorer), the first ESA's L1 

mission, aims, among other objectives, to assess the habitability of Jovian icy moons through 

multiple flybys of Europa, Callisto and Ganymede and Jupiter system formation mechanisms (Grasset 

et al., 2013). The JUICE probe will be orbiting Ganymede during the second phase of the mission to 

deeply characterize this ocean world, which shows strong insights for an internal ocean (Saur et al., 

2015). NASA’s Europa Clipper Flagship mission which is dedicated to explore Europa has three 

objectives: the characterization of the ice sheet and of the composition of the subsurface water 

reservoir, their heterogeneity, the properties of the ocean and the nature of surface-ice-liquid water 

exchanges; the characterization of the ocean composition and chemistry; the investigation of the 

processes of surface figure formation, including sites of recent activity (Howell and Pappalardo, 

2020). An exhaustive exploration program of ocean worlds of the Solar System has been identified in 

2019 by the NASA Outer Planets Assessment Group (OPAG) Roadmaps to Ocean Worlds (ROW) 

group the priorities for (Hendrix et al., 2019). The goals for the future exploration of known ocean 

worlds are to characterize the ocean and the habitability of each of them, as well as the potential 

biosignatures. The NASA/Dragonfly mission, whose objective is the comprehensive exploration of 
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the surface and lower atmosphere of Titan, has been selected in 2019 as the 4th mission of the New 

Frontiers program. The exploration of Enceladus is also studied, a large number of publications 

discussed about the future exploration of this moon, such as white papers for the Voyage 2050 long-

term plan in the ESA Science Program (Choblet et al., 2021; Mitri et al., 2021; Sulaiman et al., 2021), 

and mission concepts proposed to NASA in the New Frontiers program (MacKenzie et al., 2021), in 

the Discovery program (Reh et al., 2016; Tsou et al., 2012), and in response to calls for ESA L-class 

AO (Coustenis et al., 2009; Tobie et al., 2014). 

Among methods that could be used to detect molecular biosignatures and indicators of habitability 

of ocean worlds, in situ mass spectrometers are key instruments (e.g. Postberg et al., 2018; Waite et 

al., 2017 for Enceladus). Moreover, to determine unambiguously the nature of the molecules 

detected, high mass resolution is certainly great enhancement, even if isotopic pattern can also be a 

useful tool to discriminate possible molecular candidates within a mass spectrum. Space high 

resolution mass spectrometry, capable of deciphering isobaric interferences, could be crucial in the 

identification of molecular biosignatures. Among the technologies used by high mass resolution 

laboratory mass spectrometer is the OrbitrapTM technology. The adaptation of the Orbitrap 

technology for in situ space applications is led by a consortium of 6 laboratories (Laboratoire de 

Physique et de Chimie de l’Environnement et de l’Espace (Orléans, France), Laboratoire 

Atmosphères, Milieux, Observations Spatiales (Guyancourt, France), Laboratoire inter-universitaire 

des systèmes atmosphériques (Créteil, France), Institut de Planétologie et d'Astrophysique de 

Grenoble (Grenoble, France), Centre de Sciences Nucléaires et de Sciences de la Matière (Orsay, 

France), J. Heyrovsky Institute of Physical Chemistry (Prague, Czech Republic)), in partnership with 

the French space agency (Centre National d'Études Spatiales, CNES) and ThermoFisher Scientific 

(Briois et al., 2016). This development aims to create a space mass analyzer called CosmOrbitrap, 

including a D30 Orbitrap cell; the standard Orbitrap cell in (Makarov et al., 2009). Therefore, bringing 

the Orbitrap technology into space is not only to develop a space-ruggedized cell, but also an R&T 

development effort dedicated to its electronics: a low noise pre-amplifier (PA), an ultra-stable High-
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Voltage (HV) power supply and data processing Fourier Transform system as illustrated in Figure 1. 

To be highly performing and considered to be integrated in any future space mission, a bottleneck of 

level 5-6 high standard of Technological Readiness Level (TRL) has to be reached. This level 

corresponds to a model demonstration in relevant environment; lower levels correspond to 

formulation of principles and proof-of-concepts experiments. 

 

To determine the CosmOrbitrap prototype capabilities, it has been coupled directly to a commercial 

Nd:YAG laser ionization source using a forth harmonic generator to produce a 266 nm wavelength 

laser pulse (Briois et al., 2016 ; Selliez et al., 2019). This CosmOrbitrap-based LIMS (Laser Ionisation 

Mass spectrometer), hereafter called LAb-CosmOrbitrap, has demonstrated in positive ion mode its 

ability to characterize a variety of planetary analogs, samples of astrobiological interest as amino 

acids at low level concentrations (≤ 1 pmol/mm²) (Arevalo Jr. et al., 2018), and complex samples as 

tholins with a single laser shot experiment (Selliez et al., 2020), with performance similar to the one 

obtained with commercial ThermoFisher instruments using D30 Orbitrap cell. Since then, efforts 

have been conducted to ruggedize the spaceflight TRL level of the CosmOrbitrap to level 5; this level 

has been awarded to the CosmOrbitrap development by a committee of experts from CNES in an 

end-of-R&D review. 

 

CosmOrbitrap R&D development is included in three complete instruments, whose development is 

led by collaborators from the University of Maryland (US) and the NASA Goddard Space Flight 

Center. The two first instrument are Characterization of Ocean Realms And Life Signatures (CORALS, 

PI: R. Arevalo, Univ. of Maryland) and Characterization of Regolith And Trace Economic Resources 

for lunar surface exploration (CRATER, PI: R. Arevalo, Univ. of Maryland). Both instruments include 

the CosmOrbitrap analyzer and a direct laser ionization system, and are funded respectively by the 

NASA-ROSES (Research Opportunities in Space and Earth Sciences)/ICEE-2 (Instruments Concepts for 

Europa Exploration) and NASA-ROSES/DALI (Development and Advancement of Lunar 
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Instrumentation) programmes. The third instrument is Advanced Resolution Organic Molecular 

Analyzer (AROMA, PI: A. Southard, GFSC), funded by the NASA-ROSES/MatISSE (Maturation of 

Instruments for Solar System Exploration) programme. This instrument is a more complex one, 

including an electron impact and a laser ionization system. Those instruments promise innovative 

results and mark a new step in the field of high-resolution mass spectrometers dedicated to space 

exploration. 

 

To this end, a SWaP (Size Weight and Power) Orbitrap-based LIMS instrument integrating the 

CosmOrbitrap has been developed by R. Arevalo team in collaboration with the CosmOrbitrap 

consortium. This instrument aims to prove relevancy of an Orbitrap-based instrument for life 

detection objectives and lunar exploration; it is described in Arevalo et al., 2023. 

 

Undeniably, the previous missions to ocean worlds taught us how both negative and positive ion 

modes would give complementary scientific information when analyzing a complex sample such as 

minerals or organic molecules mixture (e.g. Waite et al., 2007). For example, the detection of high 

mass negative ions in Titan’s upper atmosphere with the Cassini Plasma Spectrometer and the 

identification of low mass positive ions with the Ion and Neutral Mass Spectrometer have been 

necessary to model the formation of the aerosols in the atmosphere (Waite et al., 2007). The study 

of Titan’s aerosols analogues also shows that positive and negative ion modes are complementary 

for the characterization of this kind of complex samples (Somogyi et al., 2012). Some features of the 

ocean worlds, such as the presence of Na- and Mg-bearing sulfite and chloride material at their 

surface (Brown and Hand, 2013; Ligier et al., 2016; Trumbo et al., 2019), may require both polarities 

for a comprehensive characterization.  

The availability of both modes with the same capabilities appears therefore to be crucial for space 

exploration mass spectrometry instrument with astrobiological objectives. In order to offer dual ion 

polarity capability, negative ion mode has newly been implemented in our LAb-CosmOrbitrap 
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instrument. Performances in term of mass resolution, mass accuracies and relative isotopic error are 

presented in the sub-section 3.1 of this paper. The sub-section 3.2 focuses on the effect of a 

modification of the hardware, from a commercial HV power supply to the TRL5 one, specially 

developed for this instrument.  The sub-section 3.3 intends to demonstrate how the fragmentation 

pattern obtained during the analysis of a nucleoside with the LAb-CosmOrbitrap instrument in its 

TRL5 configuration can lead to identification of the molecule. It also intends to show the effect of a 

salt matrix on this identification process. 

 

 

Figure 1 - Diagram of the components of a CosmOrbitrap-based instrument. 

 

• Experimental setup 

 

2.1. Laser Ablation-CosmOrbitrap mass spectrometer overview 

 

The LIMS set up used in this work is a laser ablation CosmOrbitrap mass spectrometer, hereafter 

called LAb-CosmOrbitrap developed at Orleans in the Laboratoire de Physique et Chimie de 

l’Environnement et de l’Espace (LPC2E). LIMS is a destructive method: the laser removes a part of 

the sample and ionizes it. This destruction process can be modulated by varying the laser output 
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energy.  Extensive review of LIMS technique can be found in Azov et al. (2020) and references 

therein.  

As illustrated in Figure 2, LAb-CosmOrbitrap is a compact instrument that used solid state UV (266 

nm) laser ionization system directly connected, through an ion optics system, to the Orbitrap cell. 

Green elements reported in Figure 2 compose the R&T CosmOrbitrap development efforts. Details 

of the sample holder, pumping, ion optics system, principle of the orbitrap cell, and operation of the 

data acquisition have been fully described in Briois et al. (2016) and Selliez et al. (2019).  

Since these previous studies, some modifications of the set-up have been performed:  

i) in the present work, the laser is a pulsed UV Nd-YAG laser (Q-smart 450, Quantel) operating at the 

fourth harmonic (266 nm wavelength, 4 ns pulse width, 10 Hz). The laser beam is sampled thanks to 

a beam splitter (BSF10-UV, Thorlabs) and its energy is controlled by a rotating polarizer (can vary 

from 1 to 400 µJ per pulse). An Ophir PE9-SH power meter measures the laser beam energy. As in 

previous works (Briois et al., 2016), (Arevalo Jr. et al., 2018; Selliez et al., 2020, 2019), the laser beam 

reaches the sample with an incident angle of 50°, resulting in an elliptical footprint of around 30 μm 

over 40 μm (measured on silicon wafer) and energy density of from 0.27 J.cm-2 to 10.61 J.cm-2.  

ii) negative ionization mode has been implemented. A pulsed high voltage power supply that 

delivers the initial voltage ramp followed by a stable HV plateau during the acquisition time (typically 

1 s), polarizes the Orbitrap mass analyzer central electrode. Switching from positive ion mode to 

negative ion mode is done by inverting the polarity of the high voltage power supplies.  

iii) and finally, experiments have been performed with a leverage version of technical readiness level 

of the CosmOrbitrap development (all the green elements reported in Figure 2: ruggedized orbitrap 

cell, low noise pre-amplifier and dual ion mode ultra-stable pulsed high voltage). 

The pre-amplifier used for experiments presented in sub-section 3.1 is an under-development in-

house device that is a preliminary version of the space-qualified pre-amplifier used for experiments 

presented in sub-sections 3.2 and 3.3. 
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Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) had been applied on a portion of the signal measured by the pre-

amplifier, after an optional zero-padding step and application of an apodisation function (e.g. 

Brenna and Creasy, 1989). The resulting frequency spectrum is calibrated and converted to a mass 

spectrum (Perry et al., 2008). 

In these studies, mass calibration was made on the most intense peak of the 10-500 m/z range 

(usually m/z = 114.9033 (In+) in positive ion mode and m/z = 26.0036 (CN-) in negative ion mode). 

But, when a deviation in the mass accuracy is visible on a single spectrum, a two-points calibration is 

applied. In that case, calibrants are two intense peaks of the frequency spectrum, separated by a 

minimum of 100 kHz. The range [0.4 ; 1.7] MHz roughly corresponds to the [12 ; 300] m/z range. A 

calibration factor is calculated for both peaks, and a linear regression is applied, resulting in a 

calibration factor varying linearly in function of the frequency. Using this calibration factor gave us a 

better mass accuracy for a single laser shot experiment. All the spectra shown in this article were 

issued from MatlabTM scripts developed in-house, allowing optional zero-filling and apodization, as 

well as further data treatments. The data acquisition system has been supplied by the Alyxan 

company (Orsay, France). It consists of a data acquisition board (Acquitek CH-3160, 40 MS/s, 12 

bits), sampling the signal at 5 MHz and recording 222 points, allowing recording of transients of 

maximum length of 838 ms in this configuration. A National Instrument CompactRIO coupled with a 

custom LabView software delivers the trigger signals that allow the synchronization of the laser 

pulse, the Orbitrap central electrode high voltage switch and the acquisition system. 
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Figure 2 - Scheme of the LAb-CosmOrbitrap instrument. Green parts are CosmOrbitrap elements under 

development, other parts are commercial elements.  

 

• Sample Materials and Preparation 

 

To validate the analytical performances of the instrument in negative ion mode, experiments were 

performed on a set of four high electron affinity metallic samples, one halide salt and two small 

organic compounds. 

Detection of negative ions in mass spectrometry, is more challenging than detection of positive ions. 

In negative ion mode, signal amplitude in severely reduced compare to that is observed in the 

positive ion mode. To have a chance to detect metallic anions, high electron affinity (EA) elements 

have been chosen (Myers, 1990).  
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Pure gold (Au, EA(Au) = 2.309 eV), pure platinum (Pt, EA(Pt) = 2.128 eV), and a silver/copper alloy 

(Ag0.72Cu0.28, EA(Ag) = 1.302 eV, EA(Cu) = 1.128 eV) were selected for this study. Due to the fact that 

laser ionization is destructive method, plain metallic samples have been privileged; they are 

therefore more resilient under the laser shot than could be any powdered compounds.  

The halide salt sample, caesium triiodide (CsI3) was chosen due to high electron affinity of iodide ion 

I-. 

The two organic compounds investigated in these studies are i) a purine base (Adenine, C5N5H5 

(Sigma Aldrich; )), and ii) a model of small peptide (TriGlycine, C6H11N3O4 (Sigma Aldrich; ). Glycine 

and Adenine are moreover easily detectable in negative ion mode. Metallic sample were delivered in 

thin foil of high purity (Goodfellow; ). Small pieces of each metallic foil samples were cut, then 

cleaned with HPLC-grade acetone and n-hexane to avoid traces of residual oils from manufacturing 

process, and then pressed onto a circularly shaped Indium plate (Goodfellow ). Halide salt and 

organic compounds were delivered in powders form and have been homogenized using an agate 

mortar and pestle. No chemical preparation was done prior to the analysis. For each, few mg of 

sample has been deposited onto the surface of a Indium plate, then pressed using an agate pestle. 

Thickness is estimated to be less than 100 µm. For each experiment, prior cleaning of agate mortar, 

pestle and sample plate have been performed using HPLC-grade acetone and n-hexane. 

 

To prospect the effect of salts on the detection of biogenic samples, a set of two samples were 

investigated, including pure Adenosine (C10H13N5O4; Sigma Aldrich; ), and Adenosine mixed with two 

inorganic salts, magnesium sulfate (MgSO4 ; Sigma Aldrich; ) and halite (NaCl; Sigma Aldrich; ) in the 

following proportion : 10 wt% of pure organic (molar fraction: 6.25%), 45 wt% of MgSO4 (molar 

fraction: 31.25%) and 45 wt% of NaCl (molar fraction: 62.5%). All these samples were delivered in 

powder form and have been prepared following the same procedure as the halide salt. Same 

cleaning procedure of the agate mortar, pestle and sample plate prior the deposit has been 

performed as described above.  
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• Results 

 

3.1 Validation of the performance in negative ion mode of the LAb-CosmOrbitrap 

 

To determinate the capabilities of our LAb-CosmOrbitrap set-up in both ion polarities, a series of 

experiments have been performed with the newly implemented negative mode. All these tests were 

performed using commercial HV power supply to serve as reference. 

During the ionization process, in additions of ions, many electrons are generated. In negative ion 

mode, these electrons are repelled from the sample holder due to the negative bias applied to it.  

When the density of electrons is too high, an electrical discharge between the first lens and the 

sample holder takes place, which prevents the correct extraction of ions. Therefore, when analyzing 

negative ions, to avoid electric discharges between the ion optics and the sample holder, we found 

experimentally that the laser beam energy has to be reduced to <100 µJ/pulse. As a consequence, in 

negative ion mode, the signal amplitude is reduced compared to the amplitude observed in the 

positive ion mode. The data presented in this sub-section have been obtained from on a reduced 

portion of the acquired signal (300 ms) to select the part containing relevant data to maximize the 

signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the peaks. 

 

Mass resolution 

Figure 3 shows the mass resolving power as a function of mass to charge ratio obtained with the 

LAb-CosmOrbitrap in negative ion mode for the metallic samples, the halide salt and the tripeptide 

studied. Data have been recorded with a 300 ms-long transient and a sampling rate of 5 MHz at a 

total pressure lower than 10-8 mbar, measured with Pfeiffer cold cathode gauge (Pfeiffer IKR 270). 

The gauge is pumped through a device designed to have a conductance similar to the one associated 
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to the D30 Orbitrap cell. A model calculated with Comsol MultyPhysics software confirmed that at 

equilibrium, pressure measured by the gauge is close to the pressure inside the Orbitrap Cell to a 

factor of 2 or 3.  The data presented come from a single spectrum for TriGlycine fragments, and for 

most of the metal samples. For each analysis, a zero padding of 4 was applied. 

The mass spectra of the analysis of Platinum in negative ion mode show the 4 more abundant stable 

isotopes. Due to the low intensity of the signal, the theoretical amplitude of the peaks of 190Pt- and 

192Pt- is lower than the mean noise level. 

Concerning the TriGlycine sample, the points on the Figure 3 correspond to pseudo-molecular peak 

[C6H11O4N3 – H]- and its fragments to which a relevant chemical formula had been successfully 

attributed (CαHβNγOδ, with α ≤ 6, β ≤ 12, γ ≤ 3 and δ ≤ 4, and a resulting mass measurement error 

less than 10 ppm. For more details about the chemical attribution method, see section about Mass 

accuracy).  

 

On the mass range considered, with the short length signal analysis of 300 ms, the mass resolving 

power varies from 94,000 at nominal m/z 26 (CN- ion, TriGlycine fragment) to 46,000 at m/z 198 

(198Pt- ion). The lowest value of the mass resolving power is 35,000 at m/z 144. Evolution of the mass 

resolving power as a function of m/z can be fitted by a power law (m/Δm (FWHM) = k*(m/z)-1/2), in 

agreement with the Orbitrap cell resolving power law (Makarov, 2000; Perry et al., 2008). The high 

variability in mass resolving power values is interpreted as a consequence of the high variability of 

the SNR of the peaks considered. The data corresponding to high SNR peaks are above the fitted 

curve, lower SNR peaks are below it; these peaks tend to reduce the mass resolution. We can 

conclude that an optimization of the ionization enhancing the SNR of the peaks in negative ion mode 

would increase the mean mass resolution at a given m/z. 

 

We demonstrate that for the analysis of negative ions in non-optimal conditions, our LAb-

CosmOrbitrap instrument mass resolving power fits is close to half of the maximum reachable with 
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this Orbitrap cell with for the same transient time, despite the fact that our instrumental set-up is 

much more simplified. 

 

 

Figure 3 - Mass resolving powers of the LAb-CosmOrbitrap as a function of m/z on logarithmic scale.  The data 

from single laser shots have been generated by a FT of the transient recorded for 300 ms and a sampling rate of 5 MHz. The 

circles represent metallic samples.  The squares represent TriGlycine sample pseudo-molecular peak (m/z = 188.0747) and 

its detected fragments. The size of the two types of points is proportional to the signal-to-noise ratio of the corresponding 
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peaks, extreme SNR values for each data set are written. Solid black curve is a fit taken from the data presented here, 

according to the power function y = a * xm.. Black dash curve shows the maximum resolution for an emitted spectrum of a 

300ms-long signal sampled at 5 MHz. 

 

Relative isotopic error 

To determinate the capabilities of our LAb-CosmOrbitrap test bench, we investigate the isotopic 

pattern of the platinum sample. Top panel of Figure 4 shows a zoom of the m/z 193 to 199 range of 

a single laser shot mass spectrum. Peaks of the 194Pt-, 195Pt-, 196Pt- and 198Pt- ions are easily identified, 

corresponding to the four more abundant stable isotopes of platinum element. The relative isotopic 

abundancies (RIA) of these 4 isotopes are respectively RIA(194Pt) = 0.3286, RIA(195Pt) = 0.3378, 

RIA(196Pt) = 0.2521, RIA(198Pt) = 0.07356. 190Pt- and 192Pt- ions are too low to be detectable on a single 

laser shot experiment (RIA(190Pt) = 0.00012, RIA(192Pt) = 0.00782). The measured RIA of the four 

isotopes detected is close to the literature standard relative abundance (standard values from the 

NIST database).  

The RIA error (%) had been calculated as shown in Eq. (1) (Knolhoff et al., 2014) from the mean 

RIAexp of 3 platinum mass spectra for the 4 detected stable isotopes.  

 

 (1) 

 

Resulting RIA error values in Figure 4 are less than 5% for the 3 major isotopes, which lies within the 

threshold stated by Kind and Fiehn (2006) for a reliable chemical identification of organic 

compounds. However, these results have to be confirmed by the analysis of organic compounds and 

the quantification of the 13C/12C ratio. Such analyses will confirm that the instrument is capable to 

fulfill the Kind and Fiehn threshold. The standard deviation error bars show a variation of the 

measurement over 3 independent mass spectra, especially for the 198Pt- isotope, due to a low SNR 

value, increasing uncertainty of the amplitude. 
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Figure 4 - Platinum sample data recorded for a single laser shot with the LAb-CosmOrbitrap, from a 300 ms-long 

signal. Top panel: single laser shot negative mass spectrum of platinum. The amplitude has been normalized so that the sum 

of the amplitudes of the 4 Pt isotopes is equal to 1. Intensity of the x-axis corresponds to the noise level of the spectrum. The 

red horizontal bars correspond to the literature relative abundance of these 4 isotopes. Bottom panel: deviation on relative 

abundances of the mean of 3 spectra has been indicated as a function of mass. The error bar is the standard deviation of 

relative abundances. 

 

Mass accuracy and attribution of organic fragments 

An important criterion to verify whether the resulting mass spectra of the instrument allow us to 

assign consistent chemical formulas to the detected peaks is to evaluate the mass accuracy. This has 
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been studied in negative ion mode with a pure Adenine sample deposited onto the surface of a 

Indium plate. 

The calibration has been made on the peaks corresponding to CN- and C5H4N5
- ions. The applied 

chemical assignment method consists of a peak selection step according to their signal-to-noise ratio 

(SNR). In the following example, the selected peaks have an SNR > 5. The peaks corresponding to the 

2nd and 3rd order harmonics of the most intense peaks are removed from the list of considered 

peaks. Then, the mass corresponding to the peak is compared to a table of possible theoretical 

masses of molecules. Here, the theoretical masses correspond to molecules of the type [CαHβNγOδ + 

Inε]-, with α, β, γ & δ ≤ 6 and ε ≤ 3. The formula [CαHβNγOδ + Inε]- corresponding to the mass closest 

to the maximum of the selected peak is assigned to the peak, and the resulting mass precision is 

calculated as shown in equation (2). 

 (2) 

The formula is considered as incorrect if the mass accuracy exceeds a threshold. This criterion is 

fixed to 20 ppm for the following studies. 

In the case where a mass peak M has been assigned a formula including a carbon atom, if the 

intensity of the mass peak M + 1 is consistent with the presence of a carbon 13 atom, the formula 

proposed as assignment can therefore be of the form [12Cα-1
13C1HβNγOδ + Inε]+. 

The capability of the LAb-CosmOrbitrap to give a chemical formula to each peak detected on a 

positive ions mass spectrum of Adenine (C5H5N5) has been evaluated. A spectrum derived from a 

signal without any apodization window, and a zero padding of 3 is presented in Figure 5. The Fourier 

transform has been calculated over 25 to 325 ms time range of the acquired signal; the 25 first 

milliseconds of the signal correspond to acquisition board saturation. In the Figure 5 upper part, 24 

among the most intense peaks detected were selected and a chemical formula were assigned 

according to the method described before. The formula assigned to all these peaks is of the type 

[CαHβNγ]-, with β ≤ 4 and α & γ ≤ 5. These formulas are consistent with organic Adenine fragments, 
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detected in negative ion mode. As seen in the Figure 5 lower part the largest deviations from the 

exact mass of the assigned compounds are about 3 ppm, while the majority of the points are in the -

2 to 2 ppm range. These results are comparable than those obtained by Xu et al. (2010) with a 

commercial Orbitrap LTQ instrument for the mass range 75 to 810 u and without external calibrant.  

Thanks to this excellent mass accuracy, these data demonstrates the reliability of chemical formulas 

attribution of a CosmOrbitrap-based instrument. 

   

Figure 5 - LAb-CosmOrbitrap Adenine spectrum from a 300 ms-long signal. Top panel: single laser shot negative 

mass spectrum of Adenine calibrated on CN- and [Ade-H]- peaks. The orange line corresponds to the SNR threshold of 5. // 

symbol indicates that the peak is not fully showed, the value corresponds to its maximum amplitude. The symbol * indicates 

the peaks are attributed to harmonics. Bottom panel: mass accuracy of the identified (CαHβNγOδ + Inε)- molecules 

corresponding to peaks from the spectrum. Boundaries of the y-axis correspond to the exclusion threshold from the data 

treatment method. 
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3.2. Verification of the capabilities of TRL5 ruggedized spaceflight CosmOrbitrap development  

 

In light of the good dual polarity performances obtained, a checking of the ruggedized spaceflight 

CosmOrbitrap efficiency has been then investigated, and particularly on the HV power supply. 

Therefore, the commercial ThermoFisher HV power supply has been replaced by the TRL5 

ruggedized spaceflight HV power supply, and the pre-amplifier has been upgrated to a new version. 

Identical experiments with Adenine sample deposited onto the surface of an Indium plate have been 

conducted. For both sets of analysis, the Fourier transform has been calculated over 100 to 838 ms 

time range of the acquired signal. 

A zoom of the peak attributed to respectively 115In+ and [C5N5H5 + H]+ using both HV power supplies 

are presented in Figures 6-A and -B. Both peaks show a similar width measured at half maximum 

between measurements with the commercial HV power supply and the TRL5 one, and similar mass 

accuracy. These data confirm that the integration of the TRL5 HV power supply has not affected the 

mass resolving power and mass accuracy performances of the LAb-CosmOrbitrap instrument. 
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Figure 6 – Mass spectra of Adenine powder calibrated on the peak attributed to 115In+ obtained with the two HV power 

supplies. The same experimental setup has been used for each HV power supply. The width of the peaks is measured at 50% 

of the maximum amplitude; the intensity of the TRL5 HV power supply data has been shifted by 30 for sake of clarity. FFT 

has been applied on a 738 ms-long signal. Dotted vertical lines correspond to the exact mass of the considered ion. A - 

detail of the peak attributed to 115In+ with measured width and mass resolution. B – detail of the peak attributed to [C5N5H5 

+ H]+ molecule with measured width, mass resolution and mass accuracy. 

 

3.3. Applicability of a laser-CosmOrbitrap instrument to in situ analysis of ocean worlds  

 

Given these high performances obtained with the TRL5 version of the CosmOrbitrap development, 

and the newly implemented ion mode capability, a study has been performed on both ion polarity 

with Adenosine sample to determine the efficiency on the detection/identification of simple organic 

molecules of prebiotic interest when embedded in magnesium and sodium salts matrix.  
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A Hann apodization function has been applied to the measured signals, as well as a zero-padding of 

3. The Fourier transform has been applied over the 100 to 838 ms time range. The chemical formula 

assignment method described in “Mass accuracy and attribution of organic fragments” sub-section 

has been used, the detected masses were compared to those corresponding to molecules of type 

[CαHβNγOδ + Inε]+, with α ≤ 16, β ≤ 30, γ & δ ≤ 6 and ε ≤ 3. 

Figure 7 presents as mass defect versus exact mass the results of the 4 set of experiments in 

different panels. Panels on the right (A and C) are experiments performed without any salts, and 

those on the left (B and D) are the ones with salts. Top panels (A and B) are experiments performed 

in positive ion with the LAb-CosmOrbitrap prototype, as bottom panels (C and D) the experiments in 

negative ion mode. 

The mass spectra of experiments performed in positive ion mode (top panels of Figure 7) exhibits 

three families of peaks according to their mass defect that are outlined with rectangular-shaped 

areas : i) reddish area corresponding to Adenosine pseudomolecular peak [Adenosine + H]+ and its 

fragment peaks, ii) greenish area corresponding to adducts between Adenosine molecule or some of 

its fragments and one In ion, which is the metallic target holder, and iii) blueish area corresponding 

to adducts with two In of the Adenosine molecule or some of its fragments. Adenosine (C10H13N5O4) 

is a ribonucleoside which is composed of Adenine (C5H5N5, hereafter called Ade in the Figure 7) 

linked to a Ribofuranose (C5H10O5) molecule after the loss of H2O. In experiments performed without 

any salt matrix (Figure 7-A), peaks corresponding to characteristic fragments such as [Ade + H]+ are 

detected, as well as adducts of Ade and In and 2In. When embedded in the salty matrix used for this 

work (Figure 7-B) no detection of the pseudomolecular peak [Adenosine + H]+ or its adduct with In 

[Adenosine + In]+ ions were found. Despite the detection of Na+ and Mg+, there are no adducts of 

organic fragments with these ions. However some of the organic fragments such as [Ade + H]+ are 

also detected. The smaller mass ions are present in both cases. 
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In negative mode presented in Figure 7-C and 7-D, the analysis gives us other informations. Without 

any salts in the sample, the deprotonated molecular ion is not detected, neither the adducts ones. 

Deprotonated ion of the Adenine [Ade-H]- is otherwise detectable, and is the higher m/z of the mass 

spectrum. A great diversity of low mass fragments is visible. This analysis allows to detect the C5H7O4 

fragment, corresponding to the Ribofuranose, which remains unseen in positive ion mode. Under 

salty environment (Figure 7-D), no adduct is detected, and no ion with m/z higher than [Ade-H]-. Few 

differences are visible. If Cl- is clearly visible, there are no adducts with this ion. The spectrum shows 

less peaks, half of the ions detected with the pure Adenosine sample are not detected with this 

sample; the Ribofuranose fragment seen without salts is not detected in this configuration. 

 

These results show that LIMS experiments performed with a TRL5 CosmOrbitrap allows separation of 

organics ions from metal adducts, as well as precise identification of the fragments detected thanks 

to the high resolving power and mass accuracy. The presence of salts does not modify the detection 

capabilities of the instrument, but seems to favor the fragmentation process. However, presence of 

salts may induce adsorption processes in complex samples such as clay (Franchi et al., 2003).  

In the case of this study, the positive and negative ion modes are complementary, the positive mode 

allows an unequivocal identification of the molecule initially present, while the negative mode brings 

information on the low mass ions created during the ablation.  
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• Conclusion 

This paper presents first results in terms of instrumental performance of the LAb-CosmOrbitrap 

prototype with a ruggedized CosmOrbitrap TRL of 5 in dual polarity mode. The CosmOrbitrap 
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subsystem in negative ion mode allows detection of different compounds with a high mass 

resolution; this mass resolution is close to half of the maximum reachable by a D30 Orbitrap cell 

despite the simplicity of the instrumental configuration. The specific study of the relative abundance 

of major platinum isotopes showed RIA error lesser than 5 % for the 3 more abundant isotopes.  

This work has demonstrated that the CosmOrbitrap, in its TRL5 version, could be a key component 

for any future space exploration mission with astrobiological objectives even if they are mixed with 

salt matrices. Its characteristics make it a subsystem that can be easily adapted for inclusion on 

board an orbiter as well as a lander.  
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